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QUARTERLY COMMENTARY

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Sophus Capital employs a disciplined, bottom-up approach utilizing both quantitative and fundamental processes to invest in
companies that we believe have the potential for strong and sustainable earnings growth at attractive valuations, with revisions as the
catalyst. By investing in companies with these characteristics, coupled with our risk-managed approach, we seek to provide consistent
excess returns over time.
• The Sophus Emerging Markets Strategy advanced 5.1% (gross) and 4.9% (net) for the quarter, outperforming its benchmark by 90

basis points on a net basis.
• The first quarter of the new year marked a distinct departure from 2022. While January carried forward much of the positive

momentum incited by China’s fourth quarter reopening and returned focus to economic growth, February raised concerns of a
potential systemic banking crisis as the Fed weighed its fight to contain inflation with elevated uncertainty that continued tightening
could pose for the banking sector and broader economy.

• Geopolitical tensions remain at the forefront for global markets, with decidedly positive outcomes this quarter for specific emerging
markets, such as resolved diplomatic ties between Saudi Arabia and Iran. Moreover, investment opportunities were created from
themes like near-shoring, which simply diversifies supply chains while reducing concentration risk in the market. But on the
downside, we continue to monitor Russia’s war in Ukraine and the growing rivalry between the US and China, given the material
impacts either situation escalating further could pose for the emerging markets landscape.
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PERFORMANCE RECAP
The Sophus Emerging Markets Strategy advanced 5.1% (gross)
and 4.9% (net) for the quarter, compared to the MSCI Emerging
Markets Index benchmark, up 4.0%. Stock selection in Industrials
served as the largest contributor to performance in the quarter, as
a result of strong performing holdings we held. Two highlights
among our holdings were Mexican airport operator Grupo
Aeroportuario del Pacifico (Ticker: GAPB-MM), which continues
to benefit from the sharp recovery of traffic and profitability
following disruptions from Covid-19, and Mytilineos (Ticker:
MYTIL-GA), a diversified industrial group in Greece that once
again reached new highs in response to a strong strategic outlook
for value creation and growth at attractive valuations.
Information Technology was also a positive contributor to
performance this quarter, driven by positive stock selection,
thanks to overweight positions relative to the benchmark in
Taiwanese holdings Wiwynn Corp. (Ticker: 6669-TT), a leading
designer and manufacturer of servers for cloud service providers
(CSPs), and TSMC (Ticker: 2330-TT), which manufactures and
markets integrated circuits. Additionally, a number of Chinese
holdings boosted performance during the period, including WUS
Printed Circuit (Ticker: 002463-C2), which manufactures,
processes, assembles, and sells printed circuit boards (PCBs), as
well as construction cost software provider Glodon Company
(Ticker: 002410-C2). IT overall thrived during the broader intra-
quarter market sell-off in a sort of sweet spot – falling long-term
rates cushioning multiples, less bad macro data points providing
better base effects – as markets continued to digest weak
earnings with the expectation that they mark a trough ahead of
2H23 recovery.
Stock selection in the Materials sector was the main detractor
from performance in the first quarter as a result of poor returns
from holdings such as South African diversified miner Anglo
American (Ticker: AAL-LN), world-leading integrated polyester
producer Indorama Ventures (Ticker: IVL-R-TB), and SABIC Agri-
Nutrients (Ticker: SAFCO-AB), which manufactures and markets
chemical fertilizers, namely urea, in Saudi Arabia.

From a country perspective, India and Mexico contributed most
positively to performance this quarter. For India, the strategy
benefited mostly from broader market action surrounding extreme
volatility incited by accusatory headlines around the Adani Group,
to which we had zero exposure in the portfolio. In Mexico, solid
performance was driven by structurally positive themes like a
resilient US economy as much as near-shoring, which together
have meaningfully accelerated foreign direct investment (FDI)
flows beyond initial expectations to start the year. On the other
hand, stock selection in South Korea weighed on performance
due to profit-taking following an incredibly strong end to 2022
and first month of 2023.
From an individual stock perspective, the two largest contributors
to performance were Wiwynn and WUS Printed Circuit (both
mentioned previously). For Wiwynn, markets rewarded
management’s unchanged growth outlook for this year and
increasing artificial intelligence (AI) efforts, which should help
sustain hyperscale long-term growth. WUS has benefited
significantly from strong structural demand for communication
products (switches, data storage, AI, etc.) and auto/EV (ADAS,
smart cockpit, power systems, etc.) which require higher
density/better materials and promote mix improvement. We
anticipate those drivers will continue to boost earnings in FY23.
The largest detractor from performance was Wuxi Biologics
(Ticker: 2269-HK). The Chinese pharmaceutical CXO (contract x
organization: denotes an industry with good long-term
development prospects and strong profitability) market faced a
number of obstacles in the first quarter, a few of which include
US rate hikes (which reduce biotech funding and valuation), as
well as some lingering concerns surrounding geopolitical risks
(even though in Wuxi’s case it was removed from the “unverified
list” last year). Margin pressure was also a concern for the
company as it continues to ramp-up its overseas capacities to
diversify from China (partially to reduce geopolitical risks), for
which the expenses have been higher than expected. We remain
positive on the fundamentals around Wuxi, including top-line
growth, despite the slowdown from Covid years.
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MARKET OVERVIEW
Emerging Markets (EM) underperformed Developed Markets (DM)
during the first quarter. The MSCI Emerging Markets Index
advanced 4.0% vs. returns of 7.3% and 7.5% for the MSCI World
Index and the S&P 500® Index, respectively.

Source: MSCI, Sophus Capital

Asia (+4.9%) was the best performing region in the first quarter.
Taiwan (+14.8%) and South Korea (+9.6%) contributed most
positively, with both countries benefiting from the broader market
rotation in favor of tech-heavy cyclicals spurred by China’s
growth recovery and expectations for normalization of inventories
that should lead to an earnings rebound beginning in the second
half of 2023. After posting its best YTD start since 1996 (+11.8%
at the end of January), China faded on profit-taking in February,
before rallying to end the quarter up by 4.9%. Its growth recovery
thus far has been more measured than terms like revenge
consumption might have implied. However, excess savings from
prolonged Covid lockdowns remain elevated, while policy in favor
of the property market, private enterprises, and sustainable
economic growth continue to consistently flow from Beijing. On
the other hand, India (-6.4%) was the worst performing country in
the region during the period, pressured by headlines around the
Adani Group.
In January, US-based short-selling firm Hindenburg Research
published an in-depth report which accused the Adani Group of
“pulling the largest con in corporate history.” While billionaire
Gautam Adani has denied the report, threatened legal action, and
even published a 413-page rebuttal, the market has responded
strongly. Adani himself has lost approximately $80 billion in
wealth from the subsequent sell-off. It is important to note that
Adani’s business ventures have aligned closely with the priorities
of Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi, and political opponents
have seized on the fiasco to highlight this relationship.
Latin America (+3.9%) was strong again in the first quarter of
2023, driven primarily by Mexico (+20.3%). The country benefited
from a strong US economy and near-shoring themes fueled by
geopolitical tensions. As a reminder, Mexico has a competitive
cost base and strong government financial situation.

It is experiencing low unemployment of 3%, a recovery in
manufacturing and tourism, and record remittances from the US,
among other positive catalysts. Colombia (-13.5%) and Brazil
(-3.2%) underperformed the region in the first quarter. For the
former, the key concern is inflation, running at double-digit levels;
the central bank remains focused and steadfast in its pursuit to
contain it (hiking rates most recently in March by 25 basis points).
Brazil continued to juggle tax reform and fiscal responsibility,
while President Lula publicly pressured the Brazilian central bank
to cut interest rates. The most important development came in
the final days of the quarter, when Minister of Finance Haddad
presented the highly anticipated fiscal framework, aiming to
balance public spending by increasing tax collection. The plan
proposed will eliminate the primary budget deficit next year and
deliver growing surpluses until the end of this term while also
limiting spending to 70% of revenues. Overall, the framework was
received positively by investors.
Eastern Europe, Middle East, and Africa (EEMEA) was the worst
performing region in the quarter, down 1.1%. Turkey (-9.4%) and
UAE (-7.5%) lagged the most. For Turkey, however, this was a
small pullback following the exceptional performance in 2022. The
macro backdrop has been exceptionally challenging for Turkey in
recent years, with surging inflation and FX depreciation the main
concerns amid highly unorthodox monetary policies which led to
near hyper-inflation and a collapsing Lira. Public anger over the
current administration’s delayed response to the deadly
earthquakes across southern Turkey has only incited additional
pushback from the mass population, occurring at a pivotal time
ahead of the May 14 elections. Kemal Kılıçdaroğlu (KK) was
confirmed as the opposition bloc’s joint presidential candidate to
challenge incumbent Recep Tayyip Erdoğan. KK’s candidacy for
president unites all six opposition parties behind one man, an
effort supported by the mayors of Ankara and Istanbul, as well as
receiving the tacit support of ethnic Kurdish HDP (People’s
Democratic Party). The strength forming behind the opposition
and significant lead in recent polls have been positively received
by global markets, which view a loss by Erdoğan as the best
possible outcome.
The volatility of the USD, challenges facing global banks, and the
sharp drop in the price of oil created headwinds for the countries
in the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) during the first quarter,
particularly UAE. While the jump in USD rates is impactful for the
region overall, the underlying economic growth fundamentals
there remain strong. Indeed, GCC nations are young and affluent,
with positive demographic shifts – which include smaller
households and rising female labor participation rates. The
outlook is also fueled by signs of a change in the long-term
economic policy focus, with structural reforms offering both a
boost to potential growth rates and a reduction in the economy’s
vulnerability to oil price volatility. However, the typical lag
between rising sentiment and capital formation suggests the
cycle is still gaining pace. Many investors remain underweight in
this region, leaving little room for uncertainty in the face of macro
pressures.
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At the start of March, US Federal Reserve Chair Jerome Powell
told the Senate Banking Committee in his semiannual report to
Congress that the ultimate level of interest rates was likely to be
higher than previously anticipated, even going so far as to say
that “if the totality of the data were to indicate that faster
tightening is warranted, we would be prepared to increase the
pace of hikes.” Silicon Valley Bank (SVB) collapsed that week,
marking the largest US bank failure since 2008 and the first major
victim of the current tightening cycle. Signature Bank, a New
York–based regional bank that became a leader in cryptocurrency
lending, shuttered soon after. SVB struggled with unrealized
losses on fixed income securities and reserve requirements.
Signature Bank lost depositor confidence in the chaos
surrounding cryptocurrencies. One week later, UBS agreed to buy
Credit Suisse for $3.3 billion (which was ~60% below stock value
at Friday’s close) in a takeover driven by Swiss regulators to
reduce contagion, after Credit Suisse announced “material
weakness” in its financial reporting processes for 2022 and 2021.
As banks continue to weather the storm, it is “likely to result in
tighter credit conditions for households and businesses and to
weigh on economic activity, hiring, and inflation,” the Fed wrote.
No central bank “blinked” in the face of rising financial risks.
Having peaked in September 2022, the USD fell steadily till the
end of January 2023, largely on expectations that US rate hikes
were likely ahead of developed market peers, and loosening
would occur relatively sooner. By February, however, persistent
inflation in the United States pressured the dollar higher on fears
of a more extended rate hike cycle. As the banking crisis unfolded
in March, the dollar was again hit as the collapse of Signature
Bank, SVB, and even Credit Suisse led to questions about the
likely need for looser monetary policy to protect the banking
system. Separately, Russia announced the adoption of the
Renminbi as one of its main reserve currencies, and intends to
use the Chinese currency for trade, banking and other cross-
border transactions. Is this the long-heralded end of the USD as
the reserve currency? Russia alone is unlikely to shift global use
of the USD in the short term. The US remains remarkably stable,
and barring internal jostling over debt limits in Congress,
creditworthiness has not been an issue. On the other hand, the

undue influence of the US over global trade is viewed as a burden
by competitors and partners alike. While the Euro (or Yen, or
Renminbi) challenge to that reserve status is premature due
to liquidity, depth, and ease of convertibility, pressure continues
to grow.

Source: Bloomberg, Sophus Capital
*EMFX: J.P. Morgan Emerging Market Currency Index (EMCI) Live Spot

Commodities continued to struggle in the first quarter of 2023, as
illustrated by the Bloomberg Commodity Index declining by 5.4%.
Brent oil finished the quarter down 6.7%, with investors highly
focused on the potential for additional bank contagion and the
impact of tightening credit availability on future energy demand.
At the same time, investors continue to track US and global
product inventories, CFTC, refining margins, tanker traffic,
Chinese recovery, global health, and future Russian volumes.
Other commodities were more mixed, like industrial metals
(-2.1%), precious metals (+6.3%), and agricultural commodities
(+0.0%) during the period.
Focusing on raw factor returns within the global Axioma risk
model, Size, Liquidity and Market Sensitivity were the best-
performing risk styles in the first quarter, while Medium-Term
Momentum and Volatility lagged. Risk style factors overall were a
negative contributor to the MSCI EM Index, whereas the Global
Market and Currency (BRL, MXN, CNY, and INR) factors had a
positive impact on performance.
OUTLOOK
“There are decades where nothing happens; and there are weeks 
where decades happen.”  
- Vladimir Lenin
Unprecedented Times
Despite volatile fluctuations in response to continuous rate hikes
from the Fed and an unexpected panic in the banking sector,
equities and bonds managed to regroup and close on a solid first
quarter performance in 2023. ChatGPT garnered enormous
attention from global markets, as investors demonstrated
conviction in generative AI’s future by concentrating capital in this
bet and its many offshoots. One other notable performer in the
period was Bitcoin, which surged 72%.
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EM (and in particular China) is going through a decoupling vs. the
US market as a result of 1) divergent interest rate policy trends
(China); 2) a declining USD; 3) wide valuation disparity, and 4)
likely contrast in forward earnings estimates. The timing could not
be better, as demonstrated by weakness from an alarming few
weeks ignited by concerns regarding the largest failures of
several developed market banks since the 2008 global financial
crisis (GFC). It begs the question: When the time comes and the
US catches its next cold…will the rest of the world still sneeze?
One of the most powerful ways to differentiate emerging markets
is by their sensitivity to developed market growth. With that
exposure in mind, emerging markets should also be considered in
regard to their valuations. China, the Philippines, and Indonesia
appear cheap despite lower sensitivity to developed market
growth. South Korea, Brazil, South Africa, and Mexico seem to
factor in their stronger ties to DM economic growth but also
lower valuations. However, India and some of the other EMEA
markets appear not to have fully priced in their sensitivity to
developed market performance. While alone this scenario
analysis is just that, one piece of a much broader equation, it
fundamentally justifies the potential for re-rating of several
emerging markets due to earnings growth, even in the face of a
developed market downturn.
Financial Markets Under Pressure.
The Fed previously faced the challenging task of bringing down
inflation. The difficulty level of this task has since increased. In the
absence of a permanent government guarantee for all bank
deposits (moral hazard), the Fed is left with two paths: 1) stabilize
the banking system – which may lead to rate cuts, or 2) return
inflation to target in short order – which may require more
rate hikes.
One feature of the current Fed tightening cycle is that many
traditionally vulnerable emerging markets have not had to raise
rates more than the Fed. Indonesia is an example in Asia, having
raised its 7-day reverse repo rate by 225 basis points so far, from
3.5% to 5.75%, compared with the Fed’s 450 basis points of
rate hikes.
Looking at the last five cycles, EM credit, equities, and local
markets produced double-digit returns in the twelve months after
the last Fed hike. However, EM assets also sold off into the final
hike, as the end of the Fed hiking cycle is normally associated
with growth concerns. Further near-term upside for equities on
China reopening optimism could provide the support necessary
for EM to decouple from this trend, extending what some
consider to be the start of EM’s next bull market rally. A word of
caution – the Fed tightening toward 6% would firmly test
historical “pain thresholds” for EM assets, with some countries
(Taiwan) much more sensitive to US rates movements than
others (Thailand).
China Growth: Sustainable Beyond Reopening
After three years of isolation, China’s reopening of the economy
came earlier and faster than expected. Faced with protests
against restrictions imposed to contain Covid-19, the government
swiftly abandoned its zero-Covid policy in December 2022. The
economic impacts of this off-ramp have already started to flow
through, with high-frequency mobility data running at the highest
levels in recent years and with PMIs returning to expansionary

territory, especially in the service sector. Beyond this initial boost,
many question the sustainability of China’s growth, especially in
the context of several key structural challenges that inevitably lie
ahead, namely demographics, decoupling, and debt. But betting
against the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) or its leader,
President Xi Jinping, has proven costly, especially when their
objectives start to align with those of financial markets.
The National People’s Congress (NPC) concluded in March and
marked a crucial moment for both President Xi – who officially
extended his presidency to an unprecedented third term – and
the CCP, which executed a major reshuffle of the government
flawlessly. Three areas of focus rose to the forefront: 1) budget
and GDP target set at “about 5%”; 2) the new Premier Li Qiang
was well-received, delivering on the optics of his reputation:
“pragmatic and business-friendly”; and 3) the creation of super
agencies, devoted to boosting tech innovation, managing debt
risks, and maintaining social stability in a more effective, unified
(consolidated) effort. Perhaps the most surprising turn of events
came from a few top Chinese economic officials keeping their
posts, including the People’s Bank of China governor, allaying
fears of an overly radical shift in the change of leadership at a
time when stability is essential to ensuring a sustained recovery.
From a fundamental standpoint, January and February activity
data showed a recovery in growth across industrial production,
fixed asset investment, and nominal retail sales. For the property
market, positive signs have emerged, as secondary home sales
and big-city prices rose faster than expected. However, more
evidence is needed – such as a sustainable pickup in new home
sales, a broad-based price recovery, improvement in developer
funding and land sales, etc. – to conclude a recovery is
underway. In the final week of March, Alibaba Group (Ticker:
9988-HK) put forward a new organizational and governance
structure establishing six major business groups, each with the
flexibility to raise outside capital and potentially seek an IPO (with
the exception of the Taobao Tmall unit). We view the move as a
major revamp as China vows to emerge from sweeping regulatory
crackdowns and Covid lockdowns alike in support of its private
enterprises. The news is positive for Alibaba (with profitability
improvement serving as the key driver of growth rather than a
spin-off), but also for the platform/internet space more broadly.
Investors must now consider potential extrapolations beyond
Alibaba, to other mega-cap names with sizable investments
or with businesses still in a loss-making stage but with significant
potential for unlocking value from currently underappreciated
assets.
For now, investors in China are torn between two time periods:
the rest of 2023, as defined by fundamentally supportive pent-up
demand, and the longer-term outlook, where uncertainties around
the economy, domestic policies and geopolitics come into play.
China’s government called for peace talks for the Ukraine/Russia
conflict in a 12-point position paper; Xi adeptly refrained from
explicitly aligning China with Putin’s envisioned geopolitical
conflict with the West on his three-day trip to Russia; China
brokered a deal between Saudi Arabia and Iran which restored
relations after seven years of estrangement between the Middle
Eastern rivals; and perhaps most impressive, China has refused
to be baited by US tactics.
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From here, China’s economic recovery will depend on broader
job gains and a revival of “animal spirits,” thanks to
underappreciated ramifications of reopening and a return of pro-
business policy pragmatism. The intrinsic link between continued
economic progress and social stability is being firmly re-
established, and we believe pragmatism will continue to tackle
structural headwinds of weaker demographics and slower
productivity growth. Key drivers of growth will be purely
fundamental: positive earnings revisions and ROE improvement.
Moreover, valuation is still very attractive (11x forward P/E, MSCI
China), especially in the context of EM more broadly (12.3x
forward P/E, MSCI EM). The key areas we continue to monitor are
basic policy continuity and the sustainability of the economic
recovery post initial reopening.
Russia / Ukraine: In Retrospect and Beyond
February 24 marked the one-year anniversary of Russia’s invasion
of Ukraine, which initiated the largest armed conflict in Europe
since World War II. The result is a far cry from the predictions by
Russian strategists that its military could “take Kyiv in three
days,” and human casualties have exceeded 200,000 (per US
officials) while the economic loss has yielded 2% GDP
contraction (with Russia’s consumer spending in significant
decline and a higher-than-expected increase in its government’s
budget deficit). From a global trade perspective, the actions of
governments abroad have proven most damaging to the Russian
economy, which has become the most sanctioned country in the
world, with restrictions spanning its energy exports, strategic
imports, and even its access to the global financial system.
Russia’s leadership has seemingly moved beyond its initial goals
of ousting Ukrainian president Volodymyr Zelensky, instead
focusing on gaining control over the territories Russia annexed
last fall. While Russian President Vladimir Putin has signaled an
openness to negotiations, his actions send a different message,
as Russian troops continue to attack Ukrainian cities. Military
experts warn that the conflict could transition into a stalemate,
with the war dragging on for months, even years, and neither side
making significant progress. At this point, many believe Putin has
become an albatross preventing Russia from escaping its current
predicament, economically stagnant and saddled with
international sanctions.
At least 7,199 Ukrainian civilians have died, more than 11,000
have been injured (both figures taken from the latest UN
estimate), and as many as 100,000 of its soldiers have died or
sustained injuries. More than 8 million Ukrainian refugees have
fled to other European countries (~20% of the country’s pre-war
population). From an economic standpoint, the war has cost
Ukraine hundreds of billions of dollars in damaged infrastructure
and caused its GDP to fall by 30% in 2022. For Ukraine, one
sticking point to any diplomatic resolution is nonnegotiable:
Russia must withdraw from Ukraine’s internationally recognized
borders (which would mean leaving Crimea as well as regions
that have been under the control of Russian-backed separatists
since 2014).

Another possible outcome (in lieu of a stalemate or outright
resolution) would be for the two sides to agree to freeze the
conflict, meaning minimal fighting but no formal peace settlement.
But Ukraine’s war effort relies heavily on Western aid, and the
longer the conflict stretches, the more vulnerable support for “as
long as it takes” becomes to domestic opposition and
nationalistic pressure. For now, both sides have entered into what
has been described as some of the most brutal advances made
in the pursuit of headway in the coming months, with both
suffering heavy losses as the fighting goes on.
Globalization, Act II
Globalization in its prime began in the early 1980s, with the
gradual removal of trade barriers in China and other large
emerging economies and unprecedented international economic
cooperation, including the integration of the former Soviet bloc.
During this period, cross-border capital flows surged, increasing
the complexity and interconnectedness of the global financial
system. The period which followed (separated by the global
financial crisis) has become something akin to “slowbalization,”
characterized by a prolonged slowdown in the pace of trade
reform and weakening political support for open trade amid rising
geopolitical tensions.
The decoupling of the US and China accelerated under the Trump
administration and has continued under the Biden administration.
But this decoupling doesn’t equate to the death of globalization,
rather the birth of a new globalization which gives life to emergent
themes like near-shoring and stands better suited for this
multipolar world. The first wave of near-shoring encompassed
exports, driven by the pandemic and supply chain challenges.
Most recently exacerbated by digitalization across the Tech
space due to increasing sanctions imposed by the US on China.
With that we saw an acceleration of supply chain diversification
by US companies away from China. Some countries benefiting
from this trend include Malaysia (servers), Thailand (EV/auto),
Vietnam (PC/notebook), and India (Apple). The second wave is
expected to be more investment driven, evidenced most recently
by Tesla’s announcement of plans to build a Gigafactory in
Mexico. But even Chinese companies are diversifying production
beyond the mainland, and like Tesla, many have found Mexico
best suited to meet their needs. In 2021, Chinese companies
were responsible for 30% of FDI in Nuevo Leon, second only to
the US at 47%.
Closing Thoughts
Given the inverse correlation between the USD and the MSCI EM
Index, USD weakness can be an extremely powerful driver of EM
outperformance. In March, the USD declined once again by
2.3%, made even more striking by the inherent risk aversion (and
therefore uncertainty) rife within global markets during this period.
While Russia officially adopting the Renminbi as a reserve
currency is far from a silver bullet to the USD, when coupled with
geopolitical tensions it raises interesting questions for other
emerging markets of the world’s reserve currency.
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Ultimately, if the relationship between China and Western
countries remains strained, China may face increasing difficulty
with purchasing cutting-edge technological products, and this in
turn would weigh on Chinese exports over time. In this
environment, themes like near-shoring create opportunities for
countries across ASEAN (as mentioned previously), but also
EMEA (Poland), as well as LatAm (Mexico).
It isn’t just American companies seeking to diversify their supply
chains and strengthen their relationships outside of the mainland.
Chinese companies (like Man Wah) have turned to Nuevo Leon
in Mexico in almost equal measure. Consequentially , we see in
real time the birth of the next iteration of globalization, and at
present, it would seem to pose an opportunity for emerging
markets broadly.

As always, we continue our search for sustainable, attractive
earnings growth, while monitoring geopolitical risk. We continue
to note the higher need to factor in sovereign risk to
investment opportunities at the country and sector levels of our
selection process.

We thank you for your continued support.

Sincerely,
The Sophus Emerging Markets Team
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Region Allocation % Portfolio

Asia 79.28
Latin America 12.40
EEMEA 6.04

Top Ten Holdings % Portfolio

Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Co., Ltd. 8.05
Tencent Holdings Ltd. 5.50
Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd. 5.01
Alibaba Group Holding Limited 3.76
ICICI Bank Limited Sponsored ADR 2.63
Larsen & Toubro Ltd. 1.74
PetroChina Company Limited Class H 1.54
Grupo Financiero Banorte SAB de CV Class O 1.53
Vale S.A. 1.45
Baidu, Inc. Class A 1.40

Investment Performance (%)
Average Annual Returns as of March 31, 2023 

Sophus Emerging Markets Strategy Quarter YTD 1 - Year 3 - Year 5 - Year 7 - Year
Since 

Inception
(3/31/13)

Gross of Fees 5.07 5.07 -12.45 8.14 -1.61 5.86 3.02

Net of Fees 4.86 4.86 -13.14 7.28 -2.41 4.99 2.17

MSCI Emerging Markets Index (Net) 3.96 3.96 -10.70 7.83 -0.91 4.91 2.00

Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Returns for periods greater than one year are annualized. Returns are expressed in U.S. dollars.
Composite and benchmark returns are net of transaction costs and gross of non-reclaimable withholding taxes, if any, and reflect the reinvestment of
dividends and other earnings.

Gross-of-fees returns are presented before management and custodial fees but after all trading expenses. Net-of-fees returns are calculated by deducting
1/12 of the highest tier of the standard fee schedule in effect for the period noted (the model fee). The composite model fee for each period is either the
highest tier of the current fee schedule or a higher value, whichever is required to ensure the model composite net-of-fee return is lower than or equal to the
composite net-of-fee return calculated using actual fees. Actual fees may vary depending on, among other things, the applicable fee schedule and portfolio
size. The firm’s fees are available on request and may be found on Part 2A of its Form ADV.

Index returns are provided to represent the investment environment during the periods shown. Index performance does not reflect management fees,
transaction costs or expenses that would be incurred with an investment. One cannot invest directly in an index.

All investments carry a certain degree of risk including the possible loss of principal, and an investment should be made with an understanding of the
risks involved with owning a particular security or asset class. Interested parties are strongly encouraged to seek advice from qualified tax and financial
experts regarding the best options for your particular circumstances.

SOPHUS EMERGING MARKETS STRATEGY As of March 31, 2023

Top 5 Contributors (%) Contribution to 
Relative Return %

Wiwynn Corp. 0.38
Wus Printed Circuit (Kunshan) Co., Ltd. A Share 0.35
Petrochina Co., Ltd. 0.27
Hisense Home Appliances Group Co., Ltd. A Share 0.26
Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Co., Ltd. 0.25

Top 5 Detractors (%) Contribution to 
Relative Return %

Wuxi Biologics (Cayman) Inc. -0.21
China Merchants Bank Co., Ltd. Class H -0.16
KT Corporation -0.15
Anglo American plc -0.15
JD.com, Inc. Class A -0.14
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Various account minimums or other eligibility qualifications apply depending on the investment strategy or vehicle.

Contributors and Detractors source: FactSet. The top contributors and detractors are presented to illustrate examples of the 
portfolio’s investments and may not be representative of the portfolio’s current or future investments. The percent displayed is
contribution to return. Holdings are as of quarter end and may change at any time.

Characteristics, Top Ten Holdings and Sector Diversification source: FactSet Research Systems, Inc. The top ten holdings and 
sector diversification are presented to illustrate examples of the portfolio’s investments and may not be representative of the 
portfolio’s current or future investments.

The representative account serves as the model against which each Sophus Emerging Markets strategy account is managed. The 
representative account is an actual portfolio and the information provided, including performance, will vary for other accounts. The 
representative account is being used solely as a tool to help demonstrate how performance can be attributed to the investment
policies applied in the management of the Sophus Emerging Markets strategy.

This information is based on data obtained from recognized services and sources and is believed to be reliable. Any opinions,
projections or recommendations in this report are subject to change without notice and are not intended as individual investment
advice. The securities highlighted, if any, were not intended as individual investment advice. A complete list of all holdings for the 
previous 12 months, each holding’s contribution to the strategy’s performance, and the calculation methodology used to 
determine the holdings’ contribution to performance is available on request. Furthermore, Victory Capital Management Inc., and its 
affiliates, as agents for their clients, and any of its officers or employees, may have a beneficial interest or position in any of the 
securities mentioned in this report.

The opinions are those of the authors as of the date indicated and are subject to change at any time due to changes in market or
economic conditions. The comments should not be construed as a recommendation of individual holdings or market sectors, but 
as an illustration of broader themes.

The Sophus Emerging Markets Composite includes all discretionary accounts invested in the Emerging Markets Strategy. The 
Strategy employs an integrated investment approach whereby powerful proprietary quantitative screens are melded with deep 
fundamental analysis to capture the growth of emerging markets companies across the market-cap spectrum. The composite 
creation month is May 2013.

The MSCI Emerging Markets Index is a free-float-adjusted, market-capitalization-weighted index designed to measure equity 
market performance in the global emerging markets.

Victory Capital Management Inc. (Victory Capital) is a diversified global investment advisor registered under the Investment 
Advisers Act of 1940 and comprised of multiple investment franchises: INCORE Capital Management; Integrity Asset 
Management; Munder Capital Management; NewBridge Asset Management; New Energy Capital Partners; RS Investments; 
Sophus Capital; Sycamore Capital; THB Asset Management; Trivalent Investments; USAA Investments, a Victory Capital 
Investment Franchise; and the VictoryShares & Solutions Platform. Munder Capital Management and Integrity Asset Management 
became part of the Victory Capital GIPS firm effective November 1, 2014; RS Investments and Sophus Capital effective January 1, 
2017; USAA Investments effective July 1, 2019; THB Asset Management effective March 1, 2021; and New Energy Capital 
Partners effective November 1, 2021.

Request a GIPS®-compliant Report from your Institutional Relationship Manager or visit www.vcm.com. Victory Capital claims 
compliance with the Global Investment Performance Standards (GIPS®).

©2023 Victory Capital Management Inc.
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